About the SAP Smart Connector

SAP is the leading enterprise resource planning (ERP) software, enabling key functions for enterprises to streamline processes across procurement, manufacturing, services, sales, finance, and HR. Cleo’s smart connector for SAP allows your business to quickly create seamless application integrations between SAP and your other critical business systems both on premise and in the cloud.

Keep your SAP Data Aligned

The Cleo Integration Cloud smart connector for SAP slashes the time-to-value by reducing application onboarding effort and complexity. The SAP smart connector is a package of pre-built, full-featured integrations that reduce manual effort and lessen the amount of time needed to configure and orchestrate business processes, order-to-cash.
Benefits of the SAP Smart Connector

Create digitally fluid business process flows
- Automate X12 EDI processing and interchange between external trading partners and your SAP system
- Rapidly build robust, custom integrations with customers, vendors, and other business partners

Reduce the complexity of integrating SAP
- Simplify the way you integrate SAP compared to traditional application integration solutions or map library offerings
- Gain complete, customizable templates for common order-to-cash transactions
- Easily orchestrate process behavior, source and target documents, mapping, adapters, and other integration features

Modernize your SAP integration
- Stop relying on overlapping and outdated mapping examples culled from consulting projects
- Rely on optimized predefined templates that go beyond your most common SAP integration requirements

Import SAP IDoc interface files
- Leverage the meta-data importer that uses IDoc definitions exported from SAP
- Generate document definitions to represent the SAP data interface for use as source or target schemas in rulesets

Reduce errors and cycle time
- Automate the interchange and processing of electronic transactions
- Preconfigured objects detect and automate the processing of inbound and outbound EDI transactions
- Manage partner integration by exception to protect critical performance SLAs

Run sample data and examples out-of-the-box
- Test and refine your EDI integrations using sample inbound and outbound EDI and IDoc data and file structures for SAP
- Easily test your SAP business processes locally and verify integration execution status and results to troubleshoot exceptions

Complete Business Processes for Included Inbound and Outbound Integrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EDI Transactions</th>
<th>File Definitions/Directions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>810/880 Invoice</td>
<td>INVOIC 02 - Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850 Purchase Order</td>
<td>ORDERS 05 - In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856 Advance Ship Notice</td>
<td>DESADV - Out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recognized “Leader” in iPaaS and EDI categories on G2 Crowd

About Cleo Integration Cloud

Cleo Integration Cloud is a single, hybrid ecosystem integration platform available as a service in cloud and on-premise deployments. Its flexible architecture lets you choose between self-service or managed service models, enabling you to connect, transform, integrate, orchestrate, and analyze end-to-end application, B2B, and data integrations for improved visibility across your business ecosystems. Cleo Integration Cloud empowers technical and business personas to make better decisions, create stronger relationships with your trading partners, drive business continuity and accelerate growth as integration requirements change.

No matter the integration, Cleo’s got you covered.